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Maple Vila was founded in June of 1972 in La Paz, Canelones, 

We develop our own technology, molds and procedures, 
with national labor and our own ideas.

Always looking to improve quality, services and costs, we are continuously modifying 

great variety. After years working in the national market, Maple Vila Ltda. was 
recognised by the DINAMA as a company with no environmental impact because all our 

products are biodegradable. We count with experience export and we are looking to 
expand ourselves to new markets.

BOTTLES EGGS FRUITS BIODEGRADABLE 
POTS

a particular care



We are committed to protect and distinguish our clients products, during storing, 
distribution and presentation.  Caring for the environment, interests of society 
and our employees needs.

Expand the markets and our product line. Capture the whole national 
demand and conquest new markets.

Our history

Our mission

Our vision

GROWING DAY BY DAY

Capacitation, technology, design, project implementation and more than 40 years 
of experience allow us to satisfy with excellence the markets needs and produce 

packaging with particular qualities.

Maple Vila Ltda. was created in June 1972 by Américo Vila, his wife and sons, after they 
evaluated the future prospects of  molded �ber industry.
Until then, molded �ber packaging was being imported from South Africa and in smaller 
amounts from the United States, since there was no industry in Uruguay to produce it.In that 
year the �rst machine was bought and with inventive,desire to succeed and a lot of faith, We 
started working. The �rst machine was completely manual and had very low performance. 
Nowadays, we count with automated processes,which have multiplied the production 
capacity, more than 50 times in comparison with our beginnings.Years later,  Americo Vila 
delegates responsibility to his sons, Ana and Carlos Vila.A third generation, also joined the 
family business and bought new machinery to produce more demanding products.




